As a result of 2L, 3L & LL.M. registration, the following classes are closed:

6218-11 Professional Responsibility & Ethics - Tuttle
6218-12 Professional Responsibility & Ethics - Szabo
6218-13 Professional Responsibility & Ethics - Cohen
6246-10 Appellate Practice - Effron/Vuono
6351-11 Reading Group - Fontana
6351-12 Reading Group - Kohn
6364-10 White Collar Crime - Eliason
6395-11 Con Law & the Supreme Court - Colby
6395-12 Con Law & the Supreme Court - Turley
6399-10 Constitutional Law Seminar - Maggs/Thomas
6521-20 International Money Laundering - Lasich/Smith
6640-21 Trial Advocacy - Sulton
6646-20 Mediation - Harvey
6648-10 Negotiations - Abramowitz
6648-20 Negotiations - Juni
6648-40 Negotiations - Ray
6650-20 Client Interviewing/Counseling - Schamel
6652-11 Legal Drafting - Lynch
6652-12 Legal Drafting - Berl